
Finally, emails can be placed in a 
business context and assigned to pro-
cess projects in the digital workplace. 
Valuable information contained in 
emails can be used for digital 
workfl ows.

All archived emails and attachments 
remain unchanged and fully accessible, 
even after many years. You have access 
to your business emails from anywhere 
and at any time; no need to search for 
important information again.

Why email management?

The rapid growth of email com-
munication poses a real challenge for 
your company and you as a user. While 
your mailbox is bursting at the seams, 
managing and storing information is 
becoming more and more complex. 
E-mail quotas mean that 
• important information is lost from  
 your business
• users are compromised in their work
• your ITs performance suffers and 
 becomes ineffi cient 

Email quotas are a thing of the past 
with dataglobal’s email management.
Besides the revision-proof long-term 
email archiving, dataglobal email 
management is also a clever email 
management solution that always 
ensures you have a reliable edge when 
it comes to knowledge.

Seamlessly archive 
communications

Emails have legally binding document 
status in business life and must be 
archived in an audit-proof man-
ner for compliance reasons. A tidy 
house, a tidy mind, but who can fi nd a 
specifi c email after a couple of months 
have passed? Better record-keeping is 
often the deciding factor. Anyone 
who can keep seamless, documented 
evidence, including communications 
relating to a project, has a clear 
advantage. dataglobal email manage-
ment gives you this overview – anytime, 
anywhere.

Email management   
as a valuable source  
           for smart 
   content services

Solution Capability

dataglobal email management

Archiving, managing and using valuable information

With dataglobal email management, 
you can manage and archive your emails 
with automatic revision-proofi ng and 
use them for your business processes.
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 “With dataglobal  
    email management,  
   you have fast and 
reliable access to all      
       the valuable
 information 
  contained in your     
          emails at any     
         time

once
already

 from* € 27,-
per mailbox!

*Request your
individual offer

now!



dataglobal - Software and Method for Content Services, Digital Workplace and Archiving -... 
mobile, simple and secure!

The software solutions from dataglobal are synonymous with digital transformation, corporate-wide, revision-proof  
archiving and the simple creation and management of individual workflows. dataglobal provides smart content services that  
simplify and speed up the mobile and distributed collaboration of people within a company, which significantly improves the 
company’s competitiveness.

All valuable corporate data, regardless of source, are integrated, classified, managed, deployed, and used as “raw material”. 

On the way to the digital enterprise, we accompany you step by step with the dataglobal method. No matter at which point 
we start together. From a partnership with dataglobal, you can expect a holistic approach to all your existing and upcoming 
digital transformation challenges.

For more than 30 years, dataglobal has been a technology leader and enjoyed worldwide success. More than 550 customers in 
40 countries benefit from the performance capability of dataglobal software.
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The added values at a glance
 › seamless integration with Microsoft Outlook and Office 365, as well as Lotus Notes
 › intuitive working in a familiar Office environment
 › rule-based and audit-proof archiving that meets all compliance requirements
 › high-performance and comprehensive search, including full-text search, even in attachments
 › anytime anywhere access to the entire email inventory
 › emails can be integrated into digital business processes and workflows
 › rendition into independent formats ensures the long-term availability of all information – even when  

changing email systems
 › simple and centralized control of retention obligations and times
 › through integrated single instancing, identical attachments are only stored once
 › significant relief for email servers and increased IT performance
 › tiresome email quota management is a thing of the past

dataglobal CS makes email management a resource for content services

dataglobal email management is a powerful, future-proof and integral system for the management and revision-proof 
archiving of your corporate-wide emails and their attachments. By using the smart dataglobal content services you also 
make all the valuable information from your emails available to your business.

Complete location-
independent access to  
your entire mailbox

Now you can always take your entire mail-
box with you thanks to the smart email 
anywhere function, no matter the size.
You now also have access to all your  

emails and attachments at any time 
and within seconds on your mobile  
device. Share archived emails with 
business partners and colleagues, no 
matter which email application or  
device they use – flexibility like never  
before!


